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Dear Reader,

Earlier this year there was an announcement about the economic expansion 
activity in Kentucky. The report discussed the record level of corporate 
expansion and job creation Kentucky experienced in 2017. According to a 
news release from Gov. Matt Bevin’s office, Kentucky enjoyed a record year 
when it came to corporate investment in 2017, with $9.2 billion in corporate 
expansion and new-location projects in 2017. The previous record was $5.1 
billion in 2015.

Interestingly, the announcement also shared that the majority of the 
expansion and job growth did not come from new businesses, but from those 

companies that had already been established. This was something we were already aware of.  

Dean Dorton has had the honor and privilege of working with a variety of Kentucky-based companies for 
several decades now. We get to see firsthand the significant impact these companies have each year on our 
state’s economy. We wanted to create a way that we could recognize their efforts and results, so we have 
created the Best Bets list. We are proud to recognize the distinct and esteemed companies that are impacting 
Kentucky’s economic development through a new special report, Kentucky’s Proof, and the Best Bets list.

I am both honored and thrilled you are reading the first edition of Kentucky’s Proof. This publication is a 
unique endeavor that we hope brings meaningful insight on a wide range of topics and emerging trends that 
impact how businesses and organizations are operating and preparing for the changing landscape of business 
and employee benefits throughout Kentucky. It is also intended to provide the reader with information 
regarding their peers’ thinking across a variety of industries and topics in the Kentucky market.

The Best Bets list is based on several factors, including the revenue figures provided, re-investment in the 
company, employee investment and other achievements. More than 55 companies applied for the inaugural 
list and 11 were chosen as 2017’s Best Bets. The size of the companies ranged from one to more than 1,400 
employees and revenues ranged from $1 million to $1 billion. We hope the summarization of Kentucky’s 
economy and industrywide perceptions or trends will help business executives make innovative and smart 
decisions in the years ahead.

Again, congratulations to the Best Bets 2017! 

David Bundy, CPA
President and CEO
Dean Dorton 
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The Lane Report and its family of print and digital business news publications 
are delighted to partner with Dean Dorton in the inaugural edition of 
Kentucky’s Proof – a Best Bets collection designed to recognize outstanding 
achievement by Kentucky companies based on a predetermined set of criteria.

The Kentucky’s Proof program was launched last fall with a call for 
nominations supported by a heavy marketing campaign and resulted in 
over 55 companies registering their information.  The specially crafted data 
request was analyzed by the experts at Dean Dorton to compile a profile of 
each company’s metrics across a wide range of categories. The Kentucky 
companies selected as Best Bets were announced in a full-page advertisement 
in the March issue of The Lane Report, reaching a statewide audience of 

Kentucky’s most influential opinion leaders. 

I invite you to learn more by reading through the profiles of the remarkable individual companies honored  
in this special publication, which recognizes their successes. 

Dick Kelly
Publisher & CEO
The Lane Report 

What’s Inside - Best Bets 2017 Company Profiles*
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Best Bets 2017 
At A Glance

Our goal with the Best Bets initiative was to  
measure the impact a company had on the statewide 
economy and recognize that. However, measuring a 

company’s impact on the state economy is not an easy 
proposition. We determined that we would consider 
multiple factors and not just concentrate on revenue 
growth. Although we believe revenue growth is one 
of the biggest impacts a company can have on the 

economy, other considerations include how many jobs 
were added, capital expansion and new services added. 

This holistic approach allowed us to produce a list of 
11 winners that have had an outstanding impact on our 

state’s economy. Here’s a look at all the applicants.

We recognize that one cannot draw too many conclusions from such a small sampling of Kentucky companies. However, 
we had the opportunity to see how various sized companies from every region of our state and from multiple industries have 

had similar successes. With more than 75 percent of the applicants indicating that their pipeline of work has 
increased substantially from the previous year, it leads us to believe that our state economy will continue to grow  

and expand through the efforts of Kentucky companies. This success is what we refer to as “Kentucky’s Proof.”
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Best Bets 2017 
Employer Insights

Best Bets winners remain committed to providing excellent 
comprehensive benefits (health-dental-vision-life-disability-retirement) 

that are characterized by generous above-average employer 
contributions to all plans.

As Best Bets supporting sponsor, Bim Group applauds the winners for their phenomenal success and 
the substantial positive financial impact they are creating for Kentucky’s overall economy. With rare 
exception, Best Bets award winners are continually being challenged to identify and recruit qualified 
employees. In addition to the excitement of working for a progressive growing company, Best Bets 
award winners place clear emphasis on a variety of strategic initiatives to attract and retain high-
caliber employee talent. 

As you read our expanded analysis, one takeaway is for certain ... Best Bets employers recognize that attracting great 
employees translates into serving their clients with exceptional products and services, and positions their company for 
continued long-term success, growth and profitability.
 
Sincerely, 

L Briggs Cochran
President and CEO, BIM Group 

Best Bets Winners
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Kentucky Kingdom and Hurricane Bay is a large theme 
park and water park, covering approximately 60 acres 
and offering more than 70 rides and attractions, including 
five world-class roller coasters, dozens of thrill rides and 
classic family favorites, a wide variety of water attractions, 
and the largest selection of children’s rides in the region.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
Kentucky Kingdom saw a continued increase in attendance  
in 2017.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Kentucky law requires that amusement ride operators  
be 18 years old. (All states surrounding Kentucky have a  
minimum age requirement of only 16 for ride operators.)  
As many of Kentucky Kingdom’s 18-year-old seasonal team 
members return to college a month or more before the  
park’s season ends, Kentucky Kingdom needs to bring in  
students from overseas through the State Department’s J-1  
program to ensure that they have adequate staff age 18 and  
over for ride operations.

Steps taken to retain employees
Kentucky Kingdom’s starting wage for seasonal team  
members is 33 percent above the federal minimum wage.  
They pay returning team members with supervisory  
responsibilities as much as double the minimum wage.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
Kentucky Kingdom continued a successful $1 million  
advertising campaign focused on the Indianapolis and  
Nashville markets.

Expansion during the past year
Kentucky Kingdom added a new thrill ride, two new children’s 
rides, a large new craft beer garden, a popsicle shop, three new 
ticket sales locations, two new drink stations, and undertook a 
major expansion of the commissary.

International business
Kentucky Kingdom and Hurricane Bay purchase rides  
and ride parts from companies headquartered in Italy, the  
Netherlands, France and Germany.

Fast facts
• Added approximately 30 employees in the food 
service, games, merchandise, guest services, horticulture and 
technical services departments.
• Expanded public access by adding a new interior  
entrance to the water park and a new walkway to the Storm 
Chaser/Mile High Falls area of the park.
• Last year, Kentucky Kingdom and Hurricane Bay had an 
increase in season pass sales compared with the first 
half of 2016.
• Approximately 30 percent of Kentucky Kingdom’s 
business comes from out of state. Many of these visitors 
come from Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee and other surrounding 
states, but the park has hosted visitors from all 50 states.

President and CEO Edward J. Hart
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 2013
kentuckykingdom.com
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US WorldMeds is a specialty pharmaceutical company  
that develops, licenses and brings to market unique 
health-care products designed to improve the lives of 
patients with challenging conditions and unmet medical 
needs. Our vision is to create a sustainable, privately held 
specialty pharmaceutical company known for our agility 
and personal attention to our products and stakeholders, 
achieved through our teammates who define us, our  
shareholders and partners who believe in us and our  
patients who inspire us.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
USWM’s biggest accomplishment in 2017 was a successful 
New Drug Application (NDA) submission for Lofexidine. The 
FDA accepted their application under priority review status, 
which means overall attention and resources are prioritized 
to applications in this status that, if approved, would be 
significant improvements in the safety or effectiveness of the 
treatment, diagnosis or prevention of serious conditions when 
compared to standard applications. This designation also means 
the FDA’s goal is to take action on an application within six 
months (compared to 10 months under standard review). When 
approved, Lofexidine will be the first and only nonnarcotic, non 
scheduled drug approved to relieve the debilitating withdrawal 
symptoms associated with opioid detoxification.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
USWM is a specialty pharmaceutical company. Many of the 
company’s roles require prior experience in the pharmaceutical 
industry. Kentucky does not have other companies from which 
they can recruit talent. Any pharmaceutical-specific roles must 
be recruited from other geographic areas where there is more 
pharmaceutical talent available. Their challenge is identifying 
the adequately trained talent that is willing to relocate to 
Louisville. Recruiting qualified employees away from pharma-
hub areas such as New Jersey or California is a challenge.

Steps taken to retain employees
• Competitive pay.
• Benefits paid 99 percent by the company.
• Health-savings account funded by the company.
• Work/life balance in the form of paid time off and holiday pay.
• Corporate events.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
In 2017 USWM established a Learning and Development 
Department and brought in world-renowned leadership coach 
and author Dr. Marshall Goldsmith for a three-hour workshop 
focused on strategies to help successful people get even better. 
The day concluded with a four-hour workshop targeting their 
senior management team. Additionally, their senior management 
team participated in a full-day Harvard Business School 
Leadership session. These combined efforts resulted in overall 
effectiveness rising by 50 percent over a seven-month period. 
This was determined by a self-rating of 5.0 in May to 7.5 in 
December (on a 0-10 point scale). Finally, USWM implemented a 
substantial long-term management incentive program. Their goal 
is to reward loyalty for those who invest in overall development 
and growth and retain their best employees.

Domestic vs. international business
Ninety-seven percent of their business comes from beyond 
Kentucky. Domestically their products are shipped to all 50 
states and the District of Columbia. Internationally, they ship  
to licensee partners in Australia, Japan and the UK.

Employee additions
With their rapid growth, USWM added 16 employees to support 
the areas of: sales, human resources, learning and development, 
accounting/finance, information technology, regulatory affairs, 
clinical research and data sciences, and compliance.

Fast facts
• USWM added products to their pipeline, and XADAGO 
was approved and launched commercially in 2017. 
XADAGO is a monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) inhibitor 
indicated as adjunctive treatment to levodopa/carbidopa in 
patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) experiencing “off” 
episodes. However, XADAGO was not shown to be effective as 
monotherapy for the treatment of PD, and therefore should not 
be used as monotherapy treatment.

CEO Breck Jones
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 2001
usworldmeds.com
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Buzick Construction was founded in 1937 by Cliff Buzick, 
who first visited Bardstown as a distillery equipment 
salesman.  Upon discovering that many of his customers 
did not know how to install the equipment he was selling 
them, he moved his family to Bardstown and opened a 
construction business to meet that need. Today, Buzick 
Construction has grown to an engineering and design/ 
build general contracting firm specializing in serving the  
distilling industry.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
In 2017, Buzick constructed warehouses to hold 552,119 barrels 
of Kentucky bourbon.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Buzick Construction finds that adequately trained workers  
are already employed and not actively looking for work.

Steps taken to retain employees
• Ongoing professional safety training.
• Benefits.
• 401K match.
• On-the-job training.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
In 2017, Buzick turned their safety and training program  
over to a professional firm.

Expansion during the past year
Buzick began an expansion to add 2,500 more square  
feet of office space.

Fast facts
Less than 1 percent of Buzick’s business comes from beyond  
Kentucky; that which does includes constructing a barrel barn  
in Texas and installing barrel racks in Texas, New York, 
Wyoming, Maryland and Tennessee.  
• Added 26 employees in the past year due to expanded  
distillery work.
• Had more than 170 percent growth in the last three years.
• With the third and fourth generations at the helm, the family 
enterprise continues to take pride in maintaining a reputation 
for quality and integrity. Cliff Buzick’s original commitment 
to give “quality work on time” remains at the forefront of  
Buzick’s mission.

President Donald C. Blincoe, P.E.
Location Bardstown, KY
Year Founded 1937
teambuzick.com
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Accuserv is a supply chain 
management company built 
specifically for large multiunit 
operating companies, providing 
them direct access to thousands 
of manufacturers from around 
the world. Our business model 
is unique as it consists of a wide 

array of product categories as well as complete financial 
transparency, ensuring maximum value is received by our 
end-user customers as well as our supplier partners. We 
assist in design, specification, procurement, warehousing, 
distribution, logistics, project management and facility 
maintenance for all product categories we represent, 
taking each of our customers’ desires from design to cre-
ation and beyond. We differentiate ourselves by bringing 
together multiple industries (electrical, plumbing, me-
chanical, flooring, print, collateral, etc.) and becoming our 
customers’ centralized source of supply. We also provide 
direct access to manufacturers with a dedicated procure-
ment team to ensure all costs are negotiated with shared 
leverage, that unnecessary mark-up/fees/commissions 
are eliminated and that our customers get the absolute 
best initial and landed cost possible. We wrap all of this up 
with a technology platform designed to enhance the overall 
B2B relationship, providing RFP/procurement functionality, 
warehouse management, project management, logistic 
management, finance reporting and e-commerce to ensure 
our customers get maximum value for every dollar they 
spend with our company.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
Accuserv achieved revenue growth of over 45 percent,  
implemented a new warehouse management system, and 
moved into a new headquarters that provides three times the 
space compared to the previous location. The company also 
celebrated the one-year anniversary of its Dallas office and  
increased its customer base by 20 percent. 

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Accuserv is in a very unique business, so finding people with 
training as it relates to the business is tough. Accuserv is build-
ing a new platform through an HR partnership it entered into 
in 2017 to adequately train all employees on the basics of the 
business as well as custom training specific to the company’s 
tech platform and unique business model.

Steps taken to retain employees
Training, education and incentives are three things Accuserv 
does to retain employees. In the end, the company treats  
everyone like family and does whatever it can to ensure  
employee success, personally, professionally and spiritually.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
Purchasing, renovating and moving into a new headquarters 
facility reinvigorated the team, provided adequate space for 
work and allows for continued growth.

Expansion during the past year
Moving into the new headquarters provides approximately 
150,000 square feet of warehouse/office space, as compared 
to the previous facility, which was only 45,000 square feet. 
The space allowed the company to create more offices as well 
as much-needed warehouse space to keep up with demand of 
current and new customers.

Business beyond Kentucky
Accuserv has a handful of large customers located in Kentucky, 
but ships products from them to locations around the country 
and the world. YUM! Brands, Texas Roadhouse, Atria and Hu-
mana are the largest clients in Kentucky; Chick-fil-A, Carvana, 
Chase Bank and Regions Bank are some of the largest clients 
based outside of Kentucky. Approximately 50 percent of the 
company’s clients are headquartered in Kentucky.

Employee additions
In 2017, Accuserv added six full-time employees and  
one contract employee to assist in the management of growth. 

Fast facts
• Added print and collateral to the portfolio of  
products the company offers to its customers.

President Buddy Bockweg
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 1998
accu-serv.com
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eCampus.com is a premier online retailer of new, used 
and electronic textbooks for sale or rent, study materials 
and book buyback services headquartered in Lexington, 
Kentucky. In addition to direct retail sales via the online 
eCampus.com storefront, the company partners with 
colleges, universities and K-12 schools to serve as their 
official bookstore. Currently, the eCampus.com virtual 
bookstore program serves as the official bookstore for 
over 150 schools nationwide, and that number continues 
to grow each year.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
eCampus.com signed a record number of new colleges/ 
universities and high schools for long-term bookstore services.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
The company’s business is in a unique field that requires  
specific qualifications and skills.

Steps taken to retain employees
The company offers a competitive salary and benefits  
package along with a flexible work environment, where  
results are rewarded.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
To expand into the company’s core business model, which 
includes rental programs for contracted schools.

Business beyond Kentucky
Ninety-five percent of eCampus.com’s business comes from 
other states coast-to-coast, beyond Kentucky. eCampus.com 
does business internationally in Canada.

Fast facts
• Added approximately 25 new employees to handle 
new contracts and increase sales volume.
• Added a new service, Rent-All Schools, which is a service 
that involves books and tuition.

President and CEO Matthew Montgomery
Location Lexington, KY
Year Founded 1999
eCampus.com
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SkuVault is a software-as-a service company that provides a 
cloud-based warehouse management system with e-com-
merce integrations. The company is dedicated to helping its 
clients manage their inventories across multiple sales chan-
nels, and provides features like interactive wave picking, 
quality control, replenishment reports and product kitting.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
The company’s biggest accomplishment this year was a major 
reduction in churn. The majority of their churn is during 
implementation, as it is a complex product that touches many 
departments within an organization. The majority of the cost 
associated with the software is not the software itself but the 
implementation costs that incur internally. The company was 
able to develop features to simplify the process as well as 
tweaking the on-boarding programs and how new accounts 
were serviced. SkuVault did more onsite launches than ever, 
which clients love. The company has been reducing its churn 
rate every year as they learn more. This is all due to an amaz-
ing team, their dedication and their relentless efforts to deliver 
happiness to their customers.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Finding senior developers in the Louisville area has been a 
huge challenge. Although Louisville is slowly growing into 
a tech hub because of grants such as Code Louisville, senior 
developers are still very hard to find. SkuVault has many hires 
from Code Louisville and hopes to turn them into senior  
developers over the years.

Steps taken to retain employees
SkuVault has an excellent benefits package that includes health, 
vision, dental insurance, 401k, generous paid time off, monthly 

paid incentive plans, periodic company events, and avenues to 
have team members’ voices heard.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
The best decision made last year was to take a loan from the 
bank instead of venture capital. The company was able to 
identify that it needed less cash infusion than originally thought 
and was able to get what was needed from the bank instead 
of doing a round. This will allow the company to get ahead of 
the hiring curve and then re-evaluate at a later date if doing a 
round makes sense, but will have a much higher evaluation 
(as well as more options) at that time. The company has been 
bootstrapped for much of its existence and this move provides 
the chance to ramp up much faster so more of the world can 
reap the benefits of SkuVault WMS.

Updates to products/services
SkuVault changed its pricing and improved its customer  
launch packages.

Fast facts
• Hired 32 employees for the software development,  
customer support, marketing and sales teams during the  
past year.
• Ninety-eight percent of their business comes from 
beyond Kentucky. 
• Ten percent of business is done internationally with  
countries such as Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, 
France, India and China. 
• Increased revenue by 44.12 percent and clients  
by 40.86 percent from 2016 to 2017 (first half of year  
comparisons). 
• Increased office space from 6,000 square feet  
to 8,500 square feet to accommodate the 32 additional  
team members.

CEO and Co-Founder Andy Eastes
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 2011
skuvault.com
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With more than 75,000 ATMs, one out of every three  
retail ATMs in America is processed by Payment Alliance  
International (PAI), making it the largest privately held ATM 
provider in the United States. With the largest sales network 
in the ATM transaction-processing industry, PAI touches 
every part of the cash cycle and is the industry’s most 
fully integrated provider, serving merchants, consumers, 
financial institutions and ATM wholesalers. PAI is regarded 
as the leader in the ATM industry and is highly respected 
as the thought leader for both technology advancement 
and legislative advocacy. While ATMs are at the core of its 
business, PAI recently started a new insurance services line 
of business that is growing quite rapidly, where customer 
service and sales functions are handled (with licensed sales 
agents) for various insurance companies.

Biggest accomplishments in 2017
• The newly formed insurance services division grew from  
eight licensed sales agents to over 100.
• Grew from serving one insurance carrier in five states to more 
than 15 carriers (including Progressive, The General, Infinity, 
and others) across 41 states.
• Completed 10 acquisitions in key markets. 
• Added newly acquired operating centers in Miami,  
Ft. Lauderdale, Omaha, Cincinnati and Chicago. 
• Completed the successful divestiture of its merchant  
acquiring credit card business. As part of the sale, PAI  
required the St. Louis-based buyer to open a new operating 
center in Louisville, as well as provide continued employment 
for over 90 percent of the more than 100 highly skilled and  
experienced individuals working in that division.
• Recognized by Business First as Louisville’s “Business of  
the Year” in the very large company category; “2017 Best  
Places to Work” in Greater Louisville, “Fast 50” list, and as one 
of the 10 largest private companies in Louisville (ranked No. 9).

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
The low rate of unemployment has been a challenge in  
identifying available/qualified candidates. Even with great  
local accolades, talent attraction is difficult. 

Steps taken to retain employees
Employee retention begins with building the right organizational 
culture and creating an environment in which employees recog-
nize the personal and professional progress they’re making. 
• Comprehensive benefits package, competitive wages. 
• Fully involve employees; a culture that builds an  
understanding of  the “why” behind the work.
• Personal individual development plan.
• Quarterly goals and results format that is less focused  
on the past and more on the future.
• Culture dedicated to work/life balance. 
• Family-First Fridays (half day Fridays during summer). 
• Share frequent updates about the growth and direction  
of the company. 

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
PAI’s decision to divest its highly successful credit-card process-
ing business proved critical in focusing the organization on its 
national core ATM business.

Employee additions
In 2017, the PAI merchant acquiring credit card business unit 
was sold and, as part of the agreement, 108 employees nation-
wide were successfully transitioned to the new company. As 
part of the divestiture, PAI required the purchaser to open an 
operating center in Louisville, retaining over 90 percent of the 
employees from that business unit.

Within the same year, PAI added insurance services to its  
portfolio of services and over 150 employees were brought 
on board. Additionally, for the 10 ATM businesses that were 
acquired, positions were offered to more than 15 individuals  
as part of those acquisitions.

Fast facts
• Economic outlook (consumer confidence, retail 
spending, etc.) soared this past year, creating a  
particularly strong business environment for the company.

President and CEO John J. Leehy, III
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 2005
GoPAI.com
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Bates Security offers security, life safety and automation 
services for homes and businesses, including alarm systems, 
video surveillance, access control and smoke/fire prevention.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
In 2017, Bates Security had significant growth through  
expansion into a new market in a new state. The company  
also laid the groundwork for an acquisition to occur in early 
2018 that will expand its market reach in Kentucky.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Bates Security has found that the hiring market is currently 
employee driven. There are significant opportunities available 
to qualified candidates, so enticing the best requires very com-
petitive wages and benefits. Also, the services require specialized 
skills, so finding qualified candidates can be difficult.

Steps taken to retain employees
Bates Security offers competitive wages and benefits and com-
pares offerings to the market annually. The company is also 
a family-run business that treats all employees as family and 

recognizes the importance of work/life balance. Their best em-
ployees receive recognition through several reward programs.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
The company implemented a new set of standard  
business practices after substantial process reviews. The  
standard that was implemented companywide increases  
efficiencies, holds employees accountable and empowers  
employees. This has significantly improved customer  
satisfaction and business performance.

Employee additions
In 2017, Bates Security added 14 new positions in Jacksonville, 
Florida, and to support efforts in their main office in Lexington.

Expansion in the past year
A new division was added in the Jacksonville, Florida office, 
necessitating a move into a significantly larger space. The 
company also did significant remodeling to the main office  
in Lexington to support employee growth and planned  
additions in the future.

Bates Security has also upgraded the technology provided to its 
customers, expanded its product base and began offering resi-
dential services in its Jacksonville, Florida office.

Fast facts
• Imagine if you witnessed burglars robbing your neighbors 
constantly. Wouldn’t you want to do something about it? That 
was the mission of Sonny Bates, the founder of Bates Security.
• Approximately 3 percent of the company’s business 
comes from an office located in Jacksonville, Florida. 
The company also services its national customers at locations 
across the country.

President Jeremy Bates
Location Lexington, KY
Year Founded 1984
batessecurity.com
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Car Keys Express provides discount, on-site key replace-
ment for businesses and consumers in over 2,000 cities 
across the U.S. and Canada. Car Keys Express is a division 
of iKeyless, an independently owned automotive technology 
company. iKeyless specializes in the design, manufacture, 
and distribution of automotive keys, remotes and related 
technologies. The company has over 100 years of accumu-
lated research and development invested in creating inno-
vative and industry-changing products. Car Keys Express 
is the world’s only manufacturer of aftermarket versions 
of modern car keys, like remote keys and smart keys. The 
company invented automotive key recycling and introduced 
the world’s first and only universal car remote and universal 
car keys.

Biggest accomplishment in 2017
Car Keys Express made its inaugural appearance on the  
prestigious Inc. 5000 as the ninth fastest-growing company in  
Kentucky, ranking 2,485th overall in the U.S.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
As the forerunner in a unique industry, it can lead to  
challenges in finding candidates with multiple combinations  
of skill sets who are also knowledgeable about the process  
and products.

Steps taken to retain employees
The company’s culture goal is employee-centric and entrepre-
neurial. Team members are encouraged to embrace the entre-
preneurial spirit, treating their operations like it’s “your own 
corner store.” Office culture has always been a major part of 
the company vision. The new corporate headquarters is located 
in the NuLu area, a hip art district in Louisville. The office has 
unique features such as cars and motorcycles on display, a 

billiards loft with a bar, and a landscaped courtyard. CEO Mark 
Lanwehr believes a beautiful office is a physical manifestation 
of his belief that the company’s most vital asset walks out the 
door at the end of the day.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
The company is taking its proven compact-key replacement sys-
tem and putting it into retail stores. Years ago, a customer could 
visit the local hardware store to replace car keys. But because 
of the increasing cost and variety of keys, retailers have been 
pushed out of the market. Car Keys Express keys are universal 
and low cost, eliminating the two major barriers to entry for 
retailers and bringing real automotive key replacement back 
to retailers for the first time in 30 years. The Car Keys Express 
NOW! retail system follows a long line of other industry-dis-
rupting products the company has released.

International business
Ninety-eight percent of the company’s business comes from 
beyond Kentucky. Car Keys Express operates in 42 states and 
Canada and is America’s only nationwide discount mobile  
key vendor.

Employee additions
Car Keys Express has recently added 101 new employees,  
representing a 51 percent increase from the end of 2015. 

Fast facts
• In 2016, the company’s Universal Car Keys won the 
coveted Best New Product Award at the Aftermarket  
Automotive Product Expo (AAPEX), the automotive parts 
industry’s premier tradeshow.
• Car Keys Express’ product development division rolled out 
additional variations of the world’s first and only universal  
car keys in 2016. This new selection of products include the 
Mitsubishi key; the Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep FOBIK; the  
Nissan smart key; and the company’s own line of aftermarket 
replacement keys. Along with previously released products,  
these cutting-edge innovations will continue to change the 
automotive key replacement landscape.

Founder and CEO Mark Lanwehr
Location Louisville, KY
Year Founded 2002
carkeysexpress.com
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In 1978, Don and Marella Stephens started Pitman Creek 
Wholesale in Somerset, Kentucky, near the Lake Cumber-
land tributary where the company gets its name. Initially, 
the company was a custom lure manufacturer and evolved 
into a full-line tackle distributor. James S. Coffey pur-
chased the company in 1993 and moved the company to 
Stanford, Kentucky. At that time the company primarily 
focused on central Kentucky tackle shops and marinas. 
Pitman Creek, now located in Danville, Kentucky, services 
over 2,000 retail locations in 49 states and several foreign 
countries and sells only to stocking dealers.

Pitman Creek Wholesale is a vendor consolidator for  
large chains and independent retailers. Customers include 
Walmart, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Academy Sports, Bass 
Pro, Cabela’s and Gander Sports. Customers also include 
over 1,000 independent retailers in 48 states and 12 
foreign countries. The company purchased nearly 250,000 
SKUs from 250 worldwide vendors for distribution to  
their customers.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
Pitman Creek Wholesalers finds it difficult to hire and retain 
enough willing entry-level employees to meet their demand  
and growth.

Steps taken to retain employees
• Incentive pay.
• Benefit package. 
• Paid holidays and paid vacation.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
Pitman Creek Wholesale opened a satellite warehouse to handle 
their explosive growth.

International business
Ninety percent of Pitman Creek Wholesale’s business  
comes from beyond Kentucky including 48 states and  
12 foreign countries including Canada, Mexico, Japan,  
Australia and Germany.

Fast facts
• Forty-four percent growth in the company’s 23rd  
year of business. 
• Added 30 employees due to overall expansion  
in the past year.
• Added an additional 5,000 SKUs in the past  
year alone.

President James Coffey
Location Danville, KY
Year Founded 1993
pitmancreek.com
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Founded in 2002, TiER1 Performance Solutions provides 
end-to-end talent development, strategic change and 
organizational evolution solutions to help people do 
their best work. They solve clients’ human performance 
challenges like corporate learning, leadership development 
and change management with the creativity of a full-
service design firm, the know-how of expert instructional 
designers, the strategy of skilled consultants and a suite 
of cutting-edge technologies that bring solutions to life.

TiER1 believes the potential for any organization lies 
within its people. Therefore, they custom-craft and deliver 
engaging, people-centered business solutions that help 
great companies achieve lasting results.

Biggest accomplishments in 2017
• Inc. 5000 list for the 11th consecutive year, which is an  
honor that only .1 percent of companies have achieved. 
• Won three prestigious Brandon Hall Group Excellence awards.
• One of Inc. magazine’s Best Workplaces for 2017.

Challenges in finding adequately  
trained workers/team members
To support their people in their career development, they 
created TiER1 Academy, an online site to help TiER1ers develop 
into new roles and acquire new skills. Unlike an LMS, TiER1 
Academy is action-based and designed to facilitate experiences. 
The platform puts TiER1ers in the driver’s seat, giving them 
control over what they learn and how they foster connections 
with peers and leaders. TiER1 Academy makes personal 
recommendations for roles, skills, and workshops and includes 
a range of online and offline events, such as knowledge 
assessments, networking, and shadowing.

Steps taken to retain employees
It’s one thing to say you’ve got a great work environment. 
It’s another thing to live it. At TiER1, we live it. Every team 
member is an owner, thanks to their participation in the 
employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). 

• Monthly TiER1ometer, an employee engagement survey.
• The Pulse, monthly virtual company meetings to keep  
team members informed. 
• Annual gatherings at their headquarters in Covington. 
• Onboarding Ambassadors.
• Career advisor program.
• Onsite fitness facility.

• Flexible working schedules, wellness time and sick leave  
that doesn’t subtract from paid time off (PTO).
• GIVE-Service scholarships are awarded as additional PTO.

Best decision made for the  
business in the past year
Last summer, CEO Greg Harmeyer made the tough decision  
to step away from the business for the summer. TiER1  
believes a truly healthy, high-performance organization is 
resilient and can withstand people coming and going and 
withstand stresses on the system. Due to the CEO’s sabbatical, 
TiER1 developed five operating principles that enable the 
company to dynamically distribute authority:
• The peers closest to the client or situation  
make the call. The person who understands the dynamics  
of the client/project is the person best situated to make the 
right decision.
• Check your thinking. Check your thinking with other 
people who might be affected and who can bring perspective. 
• Measure to align. Measurements really help us crystallize 
what we think we’re getting out of the work and what we’re 
working towards.
• Embrace the assignment. For the organization to  
work, people need to say yes to the assignment, look inside the 
work, and identify the value for the client, company  
and themselves.
• Act for the long term. The cost of getting the project right 
for a client is always going to be miniscule compared to the 
damage done if it is not right.

Expansion during the past year
In a time when many companies might choose to go virtual with 
their meeting spaces, TiER1 leased a 3,300-square-foot space 
as a secondary home base north of Cincinnati for 15-30 TiER1 
employees who live in that area. It provides an environment for 
them to be creative, collaborate and do their best work. 

Fast facts
• In the past year, Tier1 added 37 employees due to  
overall expansion.

Founder and CEO Greg Harmeyer
Location Covington, KY
Year Founded 2002
tier1performance.com
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Next Batch
These companies had  

impressive successes throughout 
2016 – 2017 and had a signifigant 
positive impact on the economy. 

They were just on the edge of  
being named to this year’s Best  

Bets list – so be on the lookout for  
great things in the year ahead!  

Companies are listed alphabetically.

Alliance Cost Containment – Louisville 
Century Construction Inc. – Erlanger 

Cuddles Clones – Louisville 
Eezy Inc. – Bowling Green 

Facilities Management Services – Louisville 
Fusioncorp – Lexington

The majority of the Best Bets applicants 
indicated rising health-care costs as an ongoing 
challenge. To the extent it is such a critical 
issue, we wanted to highlight one initiative 
a Best Bet applicant has implemented to 
overcome these challenges.

Lexington Clinic is Central Kentucky’s largest 
multispecialty medical group, caring for more 
than 600,000 patients per year. Founded in 
1920, Lexington Clinic now has nearly 200 
providers in more than 30 specialties, including 
more than 60 primary-care providers in 30 
locations throughout Central Kentucky.  

Several years ago, Lexington Clinic began 
an innovative direct-to-employer program, 
Provider Employer Pathways, combining 
population health management and health 
plan design to progressive, partner employers.  
In this program, both preventive care and 
chronic health conditions are addressed and 
covered plan members are provided with 
convenient access through a dedicated  

member navigator and care management 
team. Implementation of this program 
required their board of directors to 
allocate resources and invest in a 
population health infrastructure to serve 
partner employers.

The program has continued to generate 
evidence that through careful 
plan design, making use of 
copayment selection and 
deductibles, beneficiaries 
can be steered toward 
providers of choice.  
Employers and partnered 
provider groups get a much 
better overall picture of 
expenditure and health 
outcomes. Employers 
looking to manage their 
margins and improve the 
overall health of their 
employee population stand 
to gain a great deal from 
adopting such a program, 
potentially altering the rise 
in health-care spending 
and simultaneously 
providing quality health 
care for their members. 
For more information 
on this program, visit 
youremployeehealth.com
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Lexington Clinic  
Direct-to-Employer Program

Showcase: Impactful Innovation
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How do you  
attract top talent  
to your company?
Get employee benefits that  
work as hard as they do.

Benefit Consultants & Advisors

bimgroup.us

Good decisions start here
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Chee
rs!

W H O L E S A L E

You Bet!
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Benefit Consultants & Advisors

Innovators. Leaders. Job Creators. 
Economic Engines. Difference Makers.
Captains of Commerce.

You can call them  
Best Bets.
We call them  
what they are:

Congratulations to all the businesses 
named one of Kentucky’s Best Bets.

bimgroup.us

Good decisions start here
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